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About This Content

This DLC contains The Greatest Inventions quest.
Your Goal: To re-discover the top 10 most significant inventions of each decade of the 20th century.
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Very good game, Interesting story with some random elements and alot of choises. There are so many different endings to this
game that you can play through it over 30 times and still come out with a new outcome each time 5/5. Awesome, awesome and
more awesome!! I have enjoyed every minute spent playing this game, however it is a very niche market and the game will not
be for everyone. To enhance the experience, I reccomend installing custom music and jingles, it certainly adds a personal touch.

The developers are also (after a period of silence - not their fault) now constantly updating the game, adding new rides and
additions and fixing bugs, so there has never been a better time to purchase.. This game is amazing, if you like 3D platformers
like mario64, get this game!. Awesome, me and my buddys waited so long for this remake. The game is pretty simple but thats
why it makes so much fun. Today is Crashday !!. I'm writing this review for all Dark Souls.

At first I hated Dark Souls as a whole, thought it was just a trial and error liner type of game.

After having beat Dark Souls, I realized I just had to Git Gud.

Even after a full clear of one of the games, I feel like I just now got the basics down, beating a new game + would be
intermediate, and completing all the achievements, I would say a person can then be called average.

The game didn't get fun until I started becoming a phantom, helping people clear all the way to the boss, or clearing the boss
with my dying breath. So satisfying.

I beat the game with some seriously under powered gear, beating the final boss with about 20 parry's because my counter strike
was a tickle attack.

I've been terribly bored of all videos as a whole as of late, all triple A's being complete let downs, and mmorpg's dying. But I
find solace in Dark Souls.

Praise The Sun. Very intersting little platformer. I wish each character's special powers were activatable, but still very fun.. I
bought this as a joke. Game ended up being nothing short of my expectations.. Just one little single map in campaign added(hard
as hell too). I expected at least 10 new maps. One of the worst dlc's I ever played.
Desreption of the dlc is false. They added shards that can be combined into tokens(on the already existing cards - yes, you do
the same cards again) and they added new enemies with goblins and with one major boss(goblin prince) and a goblin
companion.
This is worth, if the price is 1$. Just don't waste your time and money on this ''dlc''.
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How do I approach this.

I liked The Elite Trials. I loved The Lost Ones, and Elite Trials expanded on the world I already enjoyed. The characters are
interesting, the writing is solid, the plot handles itself well, and the author is capable of pulling some interesting twists, though at
times it was slightly stretching my willing suspension of disbelief. But only slightly.

The game itself feels\u2026 Shorter, but that might be because some parts of it are locked away depending on the choices made
in the prequel. Still, there are only two plotlines through the entire game, the MemoryTravel and the Trial, and the trial takes the
back seat. I honestly expected more. BUT - I like what I got, and I don\u2019t feel like I overpaid for it. The replayability value
is quite high - The game teases many secrets, and I know I\u2019ll be playing it again in the future to try and uncover them.

You will find some very negative reviews concerning the\u2026 Preachy nature of the game. They\u2019re not wrong. Zachary
(the author), seems to feel very strongly about social issues, something that was fairly obvious in the first book, with the
inclusion of a transgender character.
Elite trials is less about the trials themselves, and more about\u2026 Politics. There is a segment that concerns society building
\u2013 and the game comments on the decisions you make and the potential impact they might have. If you find yourself
displeased with the hypothetical results, you don\u2019t get to argue. I have yet to experience the full range of possibilities here,
so I can\u2019t yet judge how fair it is \u2013 but it\u2019s entirely possible your vision and the authors vision differ. So take
the result with a grain of salt, and don\u2019t take it personal. As the great Ilya Bryzagalov once said:

\u201cIt\u2019s only game. Why you have to be mad?\u201d

That\u2019s more or less the gist of it. I\u2019ve found myself drawn into Zachary\u2019s style of writing, and I find his social
commentary both fair and interesting, and not all that intruding. I love the characters, and can\u2019t wait to see more of them in
the future. If you liked the first book, then book two is money well spent.. I'm a little bit past the Slime Boss so far.

The game is very good. I have a couple of tiny complaints like the hit detection on the rings is not always perfect, I wish there were
more weapons ect. ( and there might be idk ) but overall, doesn't distract from the game. For me, this is an easy B+.

. Hello, I'm MrGameguy and I'm very delighted to see this 2012 classic being remastered under a new coat of paint!

Being a big fan of the original game as it remains in my top 5 RPGM games, this caught my attention and the teaser beforehand
gave me a hopeful impression.

After processing onward through a normal play-through of this familiar landscape, I was highly impressed to see the game was
kept well in-tact. (I haven't tried a Extra play-through yet)
A remarkable recreation I say!

I do have a little feedback if this will prove helpful to the developers and Fummy if they happen to come across this.

Enough of the funny banter, here's my feedback for now:

-I wish to see 8 directional/diagonal movement programmed back in, it's odd going from the original games movement back to just
the standard 4 way movement.

-During the "Funny Story" The text reads "When the man returned, he saw the dog on guar"
The "d" is ether missing, or cut off by RPM's text-per-line limit.

-When returning the golden chopsticks back to the skeleton, the "Wherever" choice is gone. Could we have that silly option back
again and have the cancel key-input be our cancel option?
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I hope my feedback is helpful.

Thank you all once again for this wonderful game and remaster of it!
Especially you Fummy for creating The Witch's House!

Here's the first part of my play-through if anyone is interested: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZzAJtberu0
. If you like to see the Saxons cry like babies, Romans running the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 away from you, making friends
with lots of Germans, making Germania great again, seeing longbearded men clobber your enemies, or you want something to
make the Huns cry like babies.......GO BUY THIS DLC !!!!!!! its great even though its a money grab.... Sheep! Take them to your
leader! This game is super fun. I love that I can come in, pick it up for a few minutes, and still have a blast.
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